
Width are Value fields 
Fields of certainty.  
 

1. Chemicals based in the eye by subtractive weight.  
2. Time to massticity. Where time doesn’t exist.  

 
Instance eye pressures. Subatomic scales in Right.  
Left eye ventricle sight —-> atrium ———> left eye elongated pressures.  
 
Values of certainty. In left ventricle Er weight stimulates perplexities so that adjacent fields 
(cause) can adjust to (effect) in intertwined magnetic fields. DNr —> A.  
 
Area congruence. Conjoining fr^ Weight intricate playsures of left eye interval conjunction 3° 
defined by Group R. Hypoglycémie.  
 
Thé wasted space —> Er 1. 0I. In cell - constellation x.  
r spatial fields to gravity. R Surplex field I of Sr stimulation T [black] S + I electrical radius 
subjunction T. (ZS) of 2 split channels, of [ii] potentials in (cl):ф ——> (Cl) ——-> (cl) m::2. 
Nr=II. I 
 
Massicity affects certainty. Gravitational fields (alliance) in 2 per 5 of ½ spectacle and 3/3 
conjoining minerals (by lightyears). Left [blank]. Culture @ Er formation P of chemical 
displacement to replacement.  

½ Cell refraction. Glucose goes up—> bodily instinct falls down.  
Penetration found at Root E of backwards matter, (hh—> pulls of 9). Hr. Allocated.  

 
Root mineral absorbs Time as its eroplasticity to time itself. [Nr Weight/ refraction] energy levels 
(hh~~> replacement I in T (it:: Resource C). (Chemical refraction; Hydronic weight). Subjective 
space absorbs its root minerals (integrals - time to elasticity) at [5] in Subatomic Explodion 
culture variable T. Width energy accommodates its role (its existing compound to nuclear 
energy) in ½h e^2-3_: split theory (]_] negative cultures)(ph).  
 

(1) antibodies  
(2) Acids 
(3) Stérilisation  

 
Anatomy breaks after I’ in moral stimulation (that affects the body) 3/3x its original interval. To 
root Energy it is EROPLASMA of cultures taken i. That sterilizes thé body Weight [by 
infrafracture] to point subjunction U by T in gravitational (lo°) placement levels [uG] resource of 
Allogated Geography. Symmetry.  
 

Ectotomic Principles I. (^am);(N7, UI). +5. Hydrogen fuels.  
Sound stead Bass Realityי. 


